Iran’s mark the 44th anniversary of the Islamic Revolution: February 1 to 11.
Mahsa Amini & The Anti Hijab Revolution
• Naming Iran
The Islamic Republic of Iran

- General Info
- Importance of Iran
  - Old civilizations.
  - Oil
  - Strategic location: on the north side of the Persian Gulf.
The Strait of Hormuz: Why is it the focus of Iran-US tensions
The Pahlavi & Post WWII Politics
1979: 1979 was the turning point in the Middle East.
Ayatollah Khomeini: The First Supreme Leader 1902-1989
1979 Hostage Crisis
The Islamic Republic System

• The revolution replaced a pro-Western authoritarian monarchy with an anti-Western authoritarian theocracy.
Christmas in Iran
Death of Khomeini & The New Supreme Leader: Ayatollah Ali Khamenei
The President: Ibrahim Raisi
Iran’s Former President (2013-2021) & The Nuclear Deal
Nuclear Reactors in Iran
Iran’s Nuclear Deal Reached by the P5+1 in 2015

Iran's uranium stockpile will be reduced by 98% to 300kg for 15 years
Iran’s Deal Explained

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03JdbYggUTs
Soleimani’s Killing January 3, 2020

• 9/11: Axis of Evil
• US Invasion of Iraq
Reactions to Trump’s Cancelling the Deal in 2018

- Nuclear physicists, military officials, non-proliferation experts, and more than 100 countries across the globe have all voiced their support for the Iran nuclear deal.

- World leaders respond to Trump's Iran deal decision
  
  [Link](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Bq1s7MWP-I)
  
  [Link](https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/issues/foreign-policy/iran-deal)
Current

• Iran & Covid
• Iran & BRICS
• Iran & Ukraine War
• Biden & the Deal
• The Future of Iran’s Islamic Regime